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About This Game

Experience incredibly atmospheric and intense medieval combat action!
Go ahead and enter a new world, the award-winning world of ENCLAVE!

The people of Light and Darkness are divided by a bottomless rift that split the earth many millennia ago. The lands of light are an
Enclave of truth and order surrounded by the twisted and barren lands of the dark, known as the Outlands. Over the centuries the

rift has started to close…

And now it is only a matter of time before the forces of Light and Darkness will clash in an unprecedented, merciless struggle for
survival!

Remember... When a storm comes up, for some it’s better to keep out of its way… while for others it’s time to block its path!
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Breathtaking combat action

Amazing 3D graphics with latest Shader technolgy support

2 separate story driven single player campaigns: Light and Dark Campaign

25+ highly detailed fantasy themed missions

Secret bonus games

12 different playable character classes

5 mighty end bosses

Epic musical score and impressive sound FX
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Title: Enclave
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Starbreeze
Publisher:
Topware Interactive
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2003

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel or AMD Single Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: with TnL support and 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: required

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English,French,Italian,German
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If Rez and N++ had a child together, it would be Octahedron!

It's great! Buy it already!. -Epic Music
-Hard
-Fun. This game is very fun!!! But don't be fooled, theres alot of pop ups and scream moments haha. Also, don't buy it thinking
its easy. THIS IS HARD! Running from chester took me forever! Heres my gameplay, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8CGnHYmACo&t=44s. Holy hell.
How? How did they take a terrible game, and give it an even more atrocious sequel.

Aside from the game itself not being fun (because, come on, it came out over 20 years ago), the acting is abysmal. It makes you
gnash your teeth together it's so bad. And the <hahaha> story <hahaha> Jesus Christ, it's something so painful to watch that I
want these creators, writers, and ctors to take an oath, before man and god, that they will never produce anything ever again in
their lives.. THESE PAINT JOBS ARE AWESOME!. The plot line and asethic are interesting, however actually playing the
game it falls flat.. Good cutscenes, shorter than Lego Star Wars, but still a lengthy adventure. It's faithful to the movies, much
more than the sequel, in which the trilogy took a back seat to Crystal Skull. Lots of in-jokes and funny references. When I was
nine years old, I missed a few of the jokes, but coming back now, I got a good laugh out of this game. I pre-ordered this game in
2008, got it about 70% complete. As of writing this, 26 November 2016, eight years later, I have achieved 100%. I was also
dressed as Indiana Jones when I beat it.

Edit: Forgot to mention that for an eight year old game, it looks great in 1080p and runs extremely well and at a high framerate.
I can't get that kind of performance out of similar games from that era, e.g. Fallout 3.. servers offline XD. Same Thoughts On
This One...
Read Review The End Is Nigh Part 1!!!!!!. Not fun, make smoother movement
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Very simple and harder than I thought at first. The boxes move when clicked so be careful with that. It's easiest to please the
governor by just convicting everyone. It's up to you whether you roleplay or not.. Butsbal is competitive gaming concentrated
into a singular focused expierience. It has the best character balance and net code of any online game I've ever played, every
match, every moment, is different and engaging. On top of all this it manages to sneak in an emotionally impactful story that
will have you laughing, crying, and gritting your teeth. This is the game of a generation, buy it, don't wait for a sale, in fact if
there is a sale wait for it to end so that these devs can continue making their art. ♥♥♥♥ overwatch, ♥♥♥♥ fartnite, ♥♥♥♥
buttfield and COD, this is real gaming. Todd Howard take notes.. Sad there are quite a few fake reviews for this one - if the
devs would be honest, there would be no problem. Yes, this is a cheapo rush job that has you gunning hordes of zombies. But
story? What story? There's no story. It's Killing Floor without the good voice acting and definitely without the graphics. This is a
seriously janky and ugly game. Dead Trigger on Android was much better looking and played infinitely better in late 2012, plus
DID have a story. Wouldn't call this one a con because it's so cheap, but it's ugly, pointless, and riddled with issues like your
character being unable to enter doors. Plus the maps are tiny on top of being totally bland, they're basically one room. I don't
know why I was tempted by this.. Neat little game to experience in VR. It was on sale for a few cents, so I decided to get it.
Definitely worth the price I paid.. so much fun
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